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Integrated Conditional Teleportation and ReadoutCiruit Based on a Photoni Crystal Single ChipDurdu �O. G�uneyDepartment of Eletrial and Computer Engineering, University of California, San Diego,9500 Gilman Dr., La Jolla, California, 92093-0409Department of Mathematis, University of California, San Diego, 9500 Gilman Dr.,La Jolla, California, 92093-0112dguney�usd.eduDavid A. MeyerDepartment of Mathematis, University of California, San Diego, 9500 Gilman Dr.,La Jolla, California, 92093-0112dmeyer�math.usd.eduWe demonstrate the design of an integrated onditional quantum teleporta-tion iruit and a readout iruit using a two-dimensional photoni rystalsingle hip. Fabriation and testing of the proposed quantum iruit an beaomplished with urrent or near future semiondutor proess tehnologyand experimental tehniques. The readout part of our devie an also beused on its own or integrated with other ompatible optial iruits toahieve atomi state detetion. Further improvement of the devie in terms ofompatness and robustness ould be ahieved by integrating it with souresand detetors in the optial regime. 2006 Optial Soiety of AmeriaOCIS odes: 020.5580, 220.4830, 230.5750, 230.7370, 270.1670, 270.5580.
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1. IntrodutionIt has been shown theoretially by Bennett1, et al. that quantum teleportation of an unknownstate an be ahieved using Bell states. Sine then several theoretial and experimentalshemes have been proposed, whih inlude implementation in optial, NMR, and avityQED systems2�5. Inspired by the reent paper of S.-B. Zheng2, in this letter we propose aphotoni rystal (PC) based avity QED implementation of the sheme desribed therein, aswell as the integration of the devie with an atomi readout iruit to detet the teleportedstate.Underlying our interest in Zheng's proposal is the vision of more sophistiated large-salephotoni rystal integration for ompat, robust, and salable quantum omputation teh-nology. Zheng's teleportation protool is only onditional (i.e., the suess of the protoolis onditioned on a spei� measurement result ontrary to unonditional teleportation),but the relative simpliity of the proposed sheme from the perspetive of design and im-plementation is attrative for an initial step toward that vision. Compared to other avityQED based teleportation shemes, it does not require a two-qubit Bell-state measurementand thus an be implemented, in priniple, using only two atoms interating with a singlemode avity. Briey, atom B, initially prepared in the exited state, is �rst entangled withan initially empty avity. Then atom A, whose state is to be teleported, interats with theavity. Subsequent detetion of atom A in the exited state ollapses atom B to the initialstate of atom A.2. Devie DesignAn illustration of the photoni rystal hip that we propose is shown in Fig. 1, where asingle mode avity is integrated with two parallel waveguides. The distanes between variousomponents of the iruit and the sizes are hosen in suh a way that the possible soures oferror due to the design of the PC are minimized. To ahieve suÆiently strong and oherentatom-avity interation, negligibly small ouplings between the avity and the waveguide,and separated osillatory waveguide modes we set the following size and distane parametersin our design: The atual size of the hip, whih is designed in this letter, is larger than thatof the illustration. The atual height (i.e., vertial) is 17p3a2 and the width (i.e., horizontal)is 79a, where a is the lattie onstant. x1, x2, x3, x4 and y are 9a, 43a, 18a, 9a, and 4p3a,respetively. Beause of its large size, we design the hip in a 2D lattie to redue the highomputational ost of 3D rystal analysis. This is, however, a good approximation due tothe ability of 2D photoni rystal defet modes to emulate those of 3D photoni rystals.This emulation issue is onsidered in detail in Ref. [6℄ and its advantages for photoni rystalbased quantum logi gate design are disussed in Ref. [7℄, where we have used exatly thesame lattie parameters. Thus, our 2D PC struture is hosen to emulate its 3D ounterpart2



and is based on a triangular lattie of silion rods with dieletri onstant of 12 and lattieonstant of 2:202mm for the resonant atom-avity interation at 51GHz. The radii of the rodsand the defets are 0:175a and 0:071a, respetively. The trajetories of the atoms throughthe PC are depited by the di�erently dashed lines in Fig. 1.Inorporated with detetors, the avity part of the hip operates as a teleportation iruitand the parallel waveguides at as a readout iruit to detet the teleported atomi state(see Fig. 1). Below we use the terms teleportation iruit (TC) and readout iruit (RC),respetively, to refer those two integrated photoni rystal iruits. We hoose the width ofthe former to be 43a and the latter to be 36a in order to avoid unwanted oupling betweenthe two iruits. In the �rst part of this letter we desribe the teleportation mehanism andin the seond part we explain how to detet the atomi state8�11 within our designed PCquantum iruit (PCQC).3. Teleportation CiruitThe TC involves the interation of two Rb atoms with a resonant high-Q (assumed to belarger than 108 to prevent avity deoherene) single mode avity and the detetion of oneof the atoms using a detetor. The total Hamiltonian (Jaynes-Cummings Model) for the TCunder the dipole and rotating wave approximations is given by7:Hatom�avity = �h!2 Xj �jz + �h!�y�+ �hXj jg(rj)j(�y�j� + ��j+) (1)where the summation is arried over two atoms, A and B, ! is the resonant frequeny, �zis the z-omponent of the Pauli spin operator and �� are the atomi raising and loweringoperators. � and �y are the annihilation and reation operators, respetively. g(rj) is theatom-avity oupling parameter at the position of atom j and an be written asg(rj) = g0E(rj)=jE(rm)j: (2)g0 denotes the vauum Rabi frequeny and rm is the position in the dieletri where theeletri �eld energy density is maximum. Note that we impliitly assume in Eq. (2) that theatomi dipole moments, �j10, of the atoms are aligned with the photon polarization.In the �rst stage of the onditional teleportation protool, atom B (whose trajetory ishorizontal in Fig. 1), initially in the exited state j1iB, traverses the avity, whih is initiallyin the vauum state j0i, with veloity VB. Sine at this stage atom A, whose state is to beteleported, is not in play, index j only takes value B in Eq. (1). The omposite state foratom B and the avity at time t then an be written asj	(t)i = osGB(t)j1iBj0i � isinGB(t)j0iBj1i; (3)3



where Gj(t) � Z tt0 jg(rj)jd�: (4)The avity we have designed in this letter supports a transverse magneti (TM) polarizedmonopole mode as illustrated in Fig. 1. Based on the blok-iterative plane wave expansionmethod12, with 32 grid points per a, we �nd the normalized frequeny of the avity mode tobe 0:3733=a. By setting a = 2:202mm, we tune the resonant wavelength to 5:9mm. At thiswavelength, the atomi dipole moment for the Rb atom is taken to be 2� 10�26Cm.7Using these parameters, we obtain GB(t) �= 9�=4 at time t1 = 51:6�s at 18a from the leftedge of the TC, if VB is set to 767:7m=s, and hene atom-avity entanglement in Eq. (3).In other words, this asymptoti (onstant) value of GB(t) is the neessary ondition for theompletion of the entanglement proess [see Eq. (3)℄ and an be satis�ed only under ertainirumstanes at the end of the atom-avity interation. As atom B travels aross the avity,the time-dependent atom-avity oupling parameter and the evolution of the probabilityamplitudes of states j1iBj0i (initially at 1; shown in blue online) and �ij0iBj1i (initially at0; shown in pink online) in Eq. (3) are displayed in Fig. 2. In our alulations we neglet theinsigni�ant e�et of the mode tail on the probability amplitudes of the entangled state|less than 1% beyond 18a. Another even less signi�ant soure of error in our design is theoupling of the waveguides in the RC to the avity13;14, whih is simply irumvented bykeeping x2 in Fig. 1 suÆiently large (i.e., 43a).Having entangled atom B and the avity, the seond stage of the onditional teleportationprotool is to injet atom A (whose trajetory is diagonal in Fig. 1), whih is initially (i.e.,at time t1) in an arbitrary (or an unknown) quantum state,j�iA = 0j0iA + 1j1iA: (5)Thus at time t1, the state of the whole system is written asj'(t1)i �= 1p2(0j0iA + 1j1iA)(j1iBj0i � ij0iBj1i): (6)One atom A arrives at the detetor, right before the detetion, say at time t1 + t2, thestate of the whole has evolved intoj'(t1 + t2)i �= 1p2f0j0iAj1iBj0i � i0j0iB[osGA(t2)j0iAj1i � isinGA(t2)j1iAj0i℄+1j1iB[osGA(t2)j1iAj0i � isinGA(t2)j0iAj1i℄�i1j0iB[osp2GA(t2)j1iAj1i � isinp2GA(t2)j0iAj2i℄g; (7)whih would redue to Eq. (6) of Ref. (2), if jg(rj)j were spatially uniform in Eq. (1).In the derivation of Eq. (7), the ontribution of jg(rB)j in Eq. (1) is negleted, sine atomB is suÆiently far from the avity when atom A is injeted. At times lose to t1, although4



jg(rB)j � jg(rA)j, neither atom alone nor ombined an start the Rabi osillation.7 On theother hand, as atom A proeeds its oupling to the avity mode inreases, while the ouplingof atom B dereases. This means that the e�et of jg(rB)j beomes even less signi�ant fortimes greater than t1.The third stage of the onditional teleportation protool is the measurement of the stateof atom A. If the result is j1iA, the ombined state of atom B and the avity beomes	(t1 + t2) �= �0sinGA(t2)j0iBj0i+ 1osGA(t2)j1iBj0i � i1osp2GA(t2)j0iBj1i[j0j2sin2GA(t2) + j1j2os2GA(t2) + j1j2os2p2GA(t2)℄1=2 : (8)The denominator in Eq. (8) is simply the norm of the unnormalized state in the numerator.We obtain GA(t2) �= 7�=4 [i.e., the neessary ondition to be satis�ed for the ompletion ofthe teleportation proess, see Eq. (8)℄ in Eq. (8) if we set VA = 987m=s, and thusj�iB �= 0j0iB + 1j1iB: (9)That is, the initial arbitrary (or unknown) state of atom A has been teleported to atom B,onditional on deteting atom A in state j1iA, whih ours with probability 1=4. The time-dependent oupling parameter for atom A and the evolution of the probability amplitudesof states �0j0iBj0i (initially at 0; shown in pink online), 1j1iBj0i (dark urve initially at1; shown in blue online), and �i1j0iBj1i (light urve initially at 1; shown in yellow online)for the unnormalized state (i.e., the numerator) in Eq. (8) are shown in Fig. 3. Note that astime elapses Eq. (8) transforms into Eq. (9). Note also that atom B arrives at 31a at timet1 + t2 (i.e., 88:9�s). After an additional distane of 12a, the fourth stage of our onditionalteleportation and detetion protool begins as atom B enters the RC at time t1 + t2 + t3(i.e., 123:3�s). Next we study how to detet its state.4. Readout CiruitWe an write the atom-maser Hamiltonian, under the dipole and rotating wave approxima-tions, as15 Hatom�maser = �h!2 �z + �h
(r)2 (ei!mt�� + e�i!mt�+) (10)where 
(r) = 2�10jE(r)j�h (11)is the Rabi frequeny and !m is the frequeny of the maser, whose polarization is alsomathed with the atomi dipole moment, �10, of the atom. In the following we will �rstassume a onstant 
(r) = 
0 to simplify the explanation of the detetion mehanism, andthen we will modify the analysis to apply to our proposed PCQC, where 
(r) is not onstant.5



Assume that atom B in state j�iB [see Eq. (9)℄ enters a uniform �eld region at time tand interats during a time interval t4. Then its probability amplitudes at time t+ t4 an beomputed to be160(t+ t4) = f[i os� sin(�t42 ) + os(�t42 )℄0 + i sin� sin(�t42 )ei!mt1gei!mt4=2; (12)1(t + t4) = fi sin� sin(�t42 )e�i!mt0 + [�i os� sin(�t42 ) + os(�t42 )℄1ge�i!mt4=2: (13)where os�, sin�, and � are de�ned as follows.� � q(! � !m)2 + 
20; (14)os� � (! � !m)� ; (15)sin� � �
0� : (16)After this interation, atom B interats with a seond uniform �eld region for the sametime interval t4 starting at time t+ t4. The probability amplitudes, 0(t+2t4) and 1(t+2t4),in this ase an be also found from equations (12) and (13) by replaing 0, 1, and t with0(t + t4), 1(t + t4), and t+ t4, respetively.Note that one an also treat these two uniform �eld regions as a single uniform �eld regionwith an interation time of 2t4. In this letter, however, we also intend to show that our RChas the potential to be an atomi interferometer, like a Ramsey interferometer.16 In orderto hint how this ould work, we design two separate osillating �eld regions based on twoparallel waveguides as disussed below. Implementation of a fully working interferometer,however, requires further onsideration.After atom B has interated with the two uniform �eld regions, we an impliitly writethe �nal state of atom B at time t + 2t4, before detetion asj�(t+ 2t4)iB �= (000 + 110)j0iB + (001 + 111)j1iB (17)where ij is the probability amplitude of the atom being in state jji at time t + t4 if it isinitially prepared in state jii. For example if the atom is initially in state j1i then it evolvesinto 10j0i+ 11j1i at time t+ t4.Having interated with both waveguides, atom B is �nally deteted by an ionizationdetetor, as shown in Fig. 1. The probability of �nding it in the exited state isP1 = j0j2j01j2+ j1j2j11j2+ [(r)0 (r)1 + (i)0 (i)1 ℄2(01?11)(r)+ [(r)0 (i)1 + (i)0 (r)1 ℄2(01?11)(i): (18)Supersripts (r) and (i) represent the real and imaginary part, respetively.6



We an simplify Eq. (18) by writing Eq. (9) in the formj�iB �= os(�=2)j0iB + sin(�=2)ei'j1iB (19)where we have impliitly set (r)0 = os(�=2), (i)0 = 0, (r)1 = sin(�=2) os', and (i)1 =sin(�=2) sin'.Then, at four di�erent � � !m � ! values we alulate j01j2, j11j2, 2(01?11)(r), and2(01?11)(i) diretly from the system parameters using Eqs. (12) and (13); and measure onlyP1 using �eld ionization detetor. Thus having obtained four equations, we an �nd j0j2,j1j2, [(r)0 (r)1 +(i)0 (i)1 ℄, [(r)0 (i)1 �(i)0 (r)1 ℄ and hene j�iB. Note that, although we have only twounknowns in Eq. (19), it is onvenient to use four equations due to the form of Eq. (18). Thisdemonstrates that one ould detet a teleported (or an arbitrary) unknown state with ourproposed devie, provided that P1 is measured by employing an atomi beam of identiallyprepared single atoms, sine multiple observations are neessary to estimate the probability.Sine the TC only has a 25 perent onditional suess rate, inoming atoms to the RC willnot be idential. Thus if atom A of the relevant pair is not deteted in the exited state, theorresponding atom B measurement is disarded from the alulation of P1.Finally, we desribe how to apply these ideas to our proposed PCQC. Remember thatatom B in state j�iB enters the RC at time t1 + t2 + t3. The steady-state mode pro�les ofthe waveguides are alulated by two-dimensional-�nite-di�erene-time-domain (2D-FDTD)method with disretizations of a13 and a13 p32 in the horizontal and vertial diretions, re-spetively. We have designed the waveguides as oupled-avity-waveguides17;18 to allow theatoms suÆiently large void regions through whih to travel freely without a resonant-dipole-dipole-interation or the Casimir-Polder e�et (see Fig. 1). The steady-state ross setion ofthe eletri �eld magnitude, for � = 0, along the path of atom B is shown in Fig. 4. At thesteady state the oupling between the two parallel waveguides19�22 is not signi�ant.In our alulations we assume that atom B interats with two separate nonuniform waveg-uide modes of total width 36a, shown by the part of the urve in Fig. 4 to the right ofapproximately 95mm (shown in pink online). In other words we trunated their tails (thepart of the urve to the left of approximately 95mm in Fig. 4; shown in blue online), whihoverlap with the avity mode. The e�et of this trunation in our design is observed tobe negligibly small. We have observed that the oupling of waveguide modes on the avitymode is less than the avity oupling to waveguides, whih does not e�et the probabilityamplitudes more than 0:6%.Sine there is no feedbak mehanism, as there is in the atom-avity interation, the atom-waveguide interation an be desribed by a Marko� approximation. In other words, whenan atom emits a photon into the waveguide, it leaves the interation region immediatelyand annot at bak on the atom. Then the waveguides must be designed in suh a waythat total rate of spontaneous emission into the waveguide and the free-spae lossy modes7



is suÆiently low as atom B traverses them. In our design onsidering estimated e�etivetransverse ross setion of orresponding three-dimensional waveguide mode the maximumprobability of spontaneous emission for a given atom is estimated to be on the order of10�4.23 Thus, it is safe to assume that the Bloh vetor of atom B an be manipulatedwithout being orrelated with the defet mode24 of the waveguides.The total interation time with the parallel waveguides is also 2t4, as in uniform ase above,with t4 (i.e., 51:6�s) for eah. Note that, sine the Rabi frequeny, 
(r), is proportional tojE(r)j, the part of the urve in Fig. 4 to the right of approximately 95mm (shown in pinkonline) also desribes the position dependene of the Rabi frequeny if multiplied by 2�10=�h.Thus the evolution of the teleported state, as it interats with the parallel waveguides, anbe determined numerially by exploiting equations (12) and (13) suessively, t4 replaedwith the maximum tolerated time-step, whih is 44ns in our ase (i.e. time for atom B totravel a=65).Thus, right before the detetion, the �nal state is j�(t1 + t2 + t3 + 2t4)iB, whih an bewritten exatly in the form of Eq. (17). The probability of deteting atom B in the exitedstate is then given by Eq. (18), and following the same method as in the uniform ase above,we an easily detet j�iB, the state output by TC.As an example, assume that the �nal state of the TC [see Eq. (19)℄ isj�iB = os(�=8)j0iB + sin(�=8)e�i�=6j1iB (20)The orresponding alulated values of j01j2 (solid line; shown in green online), j11j2 (`�';shown in red online), 2(01?11)(r) (dotted line; shown in light blue online), 2(01?11)(i) (`o';shown in purple online), and the value of P1 (`+'; shown in dark blue online), whih will bemeasured, are shown in Fig. 5. Piking four di�erent values of �, we an easily determinethat � = �=4 and ' = ��=6.5. DisussionsOur readout sheme does not require 100% detetion eÆieny. Finite detetion eÆienywith a relatively larger atomi ensemble an lead to an arbitrarily aurate result. For ex-ample, with a detetion eÆieny of 40%,9 our detetion sheme gives about �4% error(on�dene level 99%) in P1 out of 104 events. Inreasing the number of events to 105 re-dues the error to about �1% with the same on�dene level. Using the latter number, wehave estimated that the maximum error in the probability amplitudes (i.e., (r)0 , (r)1 , and(i)1 ) is about 0:1; for most states the error is at least an order of magnitude smaller.The total operation time in our iruit is 226:5�s ompared to the 30ms lifetime of the Rbatoms, whih are prepared one at a time in a irular Rydberg state with prinipal quantumnumber 50 (ground) or 51 (exited).25 8



Note that we need a maser (as assumed in x4) or a oherent mirowave soure operatingaround the atomi transition frequeny (i.e., 51GHz), whih allows measurements at fourdi�erent detunings of 10s of kHz as shown in Fig. 5. We an ahieve this task using, forexample, ontinuously tunable bakward wave osillators (BWO) whih an generate oher-ent, highly monohromati and linearly polarized radiation.26 Minimum frequeny steps of100Hz and frequeny stability of up to 10�11 an be obtained for BWOs,27 using an external5MHz signal from a rubidium standard. This would be more than suÆient for our purpose.Due to the eletromagneti salability of photoni rystals one ould also implement thisdevie in more ompat form in the optial regime. In this ase, however, the eletri �eldgradient and the momentum reoil of the atom would also have to be analyzed. In themirowave regime studied in this letter, the small momentum reoil due to a mirowavephoton does not ause external degrees of freedom (i.e., the position or momentum) of theatom to ouple with its internal degrees of freedom (i.e., the ground or exited state).To implement our PCQC, one should also engineer the surfae states, whih reside at theair-photoni rystal interfaes. These surfae modes may also beome orrelated with theatoms exiting the rystal. These modes an be handled, however, by appropriate terminationof the rystal.28�316. ConlusionsIn onlusion, we have designed an integrated onditional teleportation iruit with readoutin a single PC hip. Our proposed PCQC an be implemented by urrent or near futuresemiondutor proessing tehnologies and experimental tehniques. Even the detetors andsoures illustrated in Fig. 1 ould also be integrated|the feasibility of single atom detetionon a PC hip has already been demonstrated32, as have PC based lasers.33;34 In Ref. [32℄,for example, the detetion of single atoms by exploiting a highly eÆient integrated optial�ber-PC waveguide oupling is proposed. It ould be envisioned that a ompatible integratedatomi detetion devie based on suh an experimental system might lead to more ompatand robust PCQCs in general. The RC part of our devie an not only be used with theTC but also an be used independently, or integrated with other ompatible optial ir-uits to read out atomi states. It also hints at the potential for implementation of atomiinterferometers, suh as the Ramsey interferometer, in photoni rystals.Ahieving good mode-mathing stability beomes quite umbersome for many multiplynested interferometers in optial quantum omputing. Photoni rystals, however, may bean espeially promising paradigm as robust quantum iruit boards for deliate, next gener-ation, salable optial quantum omputing and networking tehnologies, as well as salablequantum dynami random aess memory35, where qubits are refreshed using PC basedylial quantum iruits. Integrated PC devies, suh as planar waveguides and elementary9
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List of Figure CaptionsFig. 1. Illustration of the proposed photoni rystal quantum iruit. This illustration is notto sale.Fig. 2. (a) The time-dependent atom-avity oupling parameter and (b) the evolution of theprobability amplitudes of states j1iBj0i (initially at 1; shown in blue online) and �ij0iBj1i(initially at 0; shown in pink online) in Eq. (3), as atom B travels aross the avity.Fig. 3. (a) Time-dependent oupling parameter for atom A and (b) the evolution of theprobability amplitudes of states �0j0iBj0i (initially at 0, shown in pink online), 1j1iBj0i(dark urve initially at 1; shown in blue online), and �i1j0iBj1i (light urve initially at 1;shown in yellow online) for the unnormalized state (i.e., numerator) in Eq. (8).Fig. 4. The steady-state ross setion of the eletri �eld magnitude, for � = 0, along thepath of atom B (see text).Fig. 5. Calulated values of j01j2 (solid line; shown in green online), j11j2 (`�'; shown in redonline), 2(01?11)(r) (dotted line; shown in light blue online), 2(01?11)(i) (`o'; shown in purpleonline), and to be measured value of P1 (`+'; shown in dark blue online) (see text).
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Fig. 1. Illustration of the proposed photoni rystal quantum iruit. Thisillustration is not to sale. guneyF1.eps.
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Fig. 2. (a) The time-dependent atom-avity oupling parameter and (b) theevolution of the probability amplitudes of states j1iBj0i (initially at 1; shownin blue online) and �ij0iBj1i (initially at 0; shown in pink online) in Eq. (3),as atom B travels aross the avity. guneyF2.eps.
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Fig. 3. (a) Time-dependent oupling parameter for atom A and (b) the evo-lution of the probability amplitudes of states �0j0iBj0i (initially at 0; shownin pink online), 1j1iBj0i (dark urve initially at 1; shown in blue online), and�i1j0iBj1i (light urve initially at 1; shown in yellow online) for the unnor-malized state (i.e., numerator) in Eq. (8). guneyF3.eps.
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Fig. 4. The steady-state ross setion of the eletri �eld magnitude, for � = 0,along the path of atom B (see text). guneyF4.eps.
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Fig. 5. Calulated values of j01j2 (solid line; shown in green online), j11j2(`�'; shown in red online), 2(01?11)(r) (dotted line; shown in light blue online),2(01?11)(i) (`o'; shown in purple online), and to be measured value of P1 (`+';shown in dark blue online) (see text). guneyF5.eps.
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